Peru Expedition 2016

In July 2016 a group of 14 Year 12 students, accompanied by Mrs Young and Fr Peter, took the long
transatlantic flight to Bogotá, Colombia, en route to Lima and the first stage of our eagerly-awaited
Peruvian adventure. We were there to take part in a week of service with the Puericultório in
Ayacucho, one of Worth’s own Outreach Peru projects, and then to trek the Inca trail to Machu
Picchu. We prepared as fully as the Summer Term allowed, which is to say not quite enough: AS
exams and a fitness regime don’t necessarily mix.
Lima airport is located in the slums of Callao, so the first impression of Lima is one of grinding
poverty, inner-city style. Our hostel was in the more comfortable district of Miraflores, and there we
got ourselves organised for the rest of the trip, drawing up a leadership rota, sorting out money via
the licensed money changers on the street but failing to activate our newly-acquired local SIM card
because this was only possible for Peruvian citizens. We found a great place for dinner with chicken

soup, ceviche, causa Limena (potato/chicken/mayo stacks), lomo saltado (stir-fried beef) and fries
and aji de gallina.
The next day, downtown, we visited the presidential palace in the Plaza de Armas, to see the
changing of the guard: goose-step marching, a large military band and fierce-looking armed police
were the main features. We toured Lima’s Franciscan monastery, with its wealth of art and famous
catacombs, in the hands of a very knowledgeable guide. Next up was the overnight bus to Ayacucho,
surprisingly comfortable, with spacious reclining seats, and we were soon climbing very high into the
Andes. As we went over the La Oroya pass at 4200m we had our first physical sensations of altitude,
although the bus cocooned us from the full effects.
Arriving very early in the morning in bright and sunny
Ayacucho, in a dusty bus yard, it was lovely to be greeted by
the smiling faces of our very own Fr Alex, who had gone
ahead of us, and Sister Maria Eugenia, head of the
Puericultório (children’s home). We were taken to our
destination on a very old bus that had a maximum speed of
about 10kph and we were met by a crowd of excited
children, plus Naomi Dring (Worth 2008-2013) who had
returned to Peru for her second volunteering stint. We had
an hour to settle in and rest, and then we were put to work!
The boys scraped paint off the walls, in the challenging heat,
some girls went to help in the nursery and others played
outside with the older children. Eventually lunch came
around and we ate in small house groups, beginning the
meal with an enthusiastically-sung grace. The children’s
gratitude for their food was palpable and struck us forcibly.
No-one leaves food: nothing is wasted. In the afternoon, we
switched jobs so that everyone got a chance to do
something different. Emily and Ciara were asked to feed the
babies and toddlers in the nursery, which was a challenge,
and took a long time. We then had a team meeting to plan for the next few days and Fr Alex
celebrated Mass for everyone. After evening chores, we fell into bed, exhausted!
For the next few days, we had a consistent routine: the children got up at 5am and prepared
themselves for the day ahead, with their house chores. We rose a little later and had breakfast in our
kitchen: two bread rolls and some margarine, plus quinoa porridge: a thin, cinnamon-flavoured gruel
which is a breakfast staple in the Andes. The children usually had school at 8am, and we got on with
manual tasks such as digging 500 holes for donated trees, to provide a supply of fruit for the children
in years to come. The ground was rock-hard, infested with weeds and we had some ancient
mattocks and a couple of spades, several of which broke as we dug. It was a considerable challenge.
We heard impressive testimony from a woman who runs vocational training at the children’s home
and who grew up at there. She had been one of the young children orphaned by the civil war in the
1990s, arriving at the home alone and traumatised, having witnessed the killing of her family by
terrorists. At that time, the home was more of a soup-kitchen and the children slept rough, but soon
the founder, Jose Antonio Valverde, found enough sponsors to build accommodation and a school
for these destitute children. We looked at the weaving, woodwork, hairdressing and craft workshops
overseen by this woman, and were deeply impressed by the standards achieved.

We also visited the ANFASEP museum to learn more about how the civil war affected the people of
Ayacucho: shocking and extremely sad, but we felt that we understood the recent history of Peru
much better after our visit. On our third day in the fields, we were given a Pachamanga lunch: the
classic Andean field lunch, in which chicken and vegetables are cooked underground, and taste
delicious. We ate it sitting in the shade of the Eucalyptus trees, sheltering from the intense midday
heat. In the afternoons at Ayacucho, once the children had come out of school, we enjoyed more
leisure-oriented activities, playing games with them and teaching them various action songs. One
evening, we treated ourselves to a ‘Chifa’: a Chinese-Peruvian meal in a local restaurant. There we
received further education about Peru from ‘Machi the history teacher’, who seemed really excited
to come across a bunch of gringo teenagers in the backstreets of Ayacucho.
At the weekend, the children had no school and so around 60 of us – children and volunteers – piled
into the school ‘rust-bucket’ (the orange Volvo bus, once again) and drove for a couple of hours up
to Pampa Quinua. Many of the children slept on us as we travelled! We visited the famous
monument that commemorated the battle which gained Peruvian and South American
independence from Spain. We had a packed lunch in the shade of the bus and then set off for a hike
up a ravine, to visit a waterfall. It was quite a hike and we began to sense what it was going to be like
to climb at altitude: we got quite breathless. On Sunday morning, we went to Mass in town, which
we found really interactive and fun: it was good to be asked to clap along to the music and the priest
was very enthusiastic in his homily. Back at the children’s home, we were challenged to a game of
football with the maintenance team, with the stakes being a 3L bottle of (ersatz) Coke. It was Great
Britain versus Peru and sadly we were outclassed, the result being 5-4. We blamed the altitude.

A 15-hour journey across the Altiplano and up into the Andes brought us to Cusco and our hostel
there was a converted C16 palace. Finally there was the opportunity to contact home, with some
limited wi-fi on offer, although most people had opted not to bring their mobiles with them! In
Cusco we had to acclimatise to being at a higher altitude and needed to build resilience quickly, so
on our second day we hiked up to the ‘Cristo Blanco’, overlooking the city. The ascent gave us a
chance to work on our ‘slow breathing’ and the view from the top, sitting next to the Sacsayhuaman
ruins, absorbing the landscape and the llamas, was definitely worth the effort. We looked at the
distant peaks of Ausungate, where Fr Peter had been on a previous Worth expedition to Peru, 12
years ago. We all took an early night in preparation for the start of the Inca trail the next day.
Leaving the hostel at 6am, we set off for ‘Km 82’ in a coach, being joined by Judit and Rayner, our
guides. When we arrived, we spread out our packs on a tarpaulin and watched our porter team pile
up their towering packs, taking 5kg from each of us. We set off along an easy track, soon passing our
first significant Inca ruins at Llactapata, which were amazingly intact and impressive. Rayner spoke to

us at various intervals, giving us a really thorough and animated view of Incan and Peruvian history.
We learned that the Incas were the kings, not an ethnic group, and that the Inca trails are survivors
of the old royal messenger routes. More Inca trails and ruins are still being discovered today.
Our porter team always ran ahead of us and prepared us fantastic meals, served in a mess tent with
camping stools and tin plates. It felt very luxurious. They produced things such as avocado mousse,
mountain trout, kebabs and thick hot chocolate. On the second day of the trek, they even produced
a large iced cake for us, with ‘Worth Peru Expedition 2016’ in Neon-blue lettering! The porters also
set out handwashing bowls of water for us, put up our tents and generally made life very smoothrunning. Nights were very cold and we went to bed early, exhausted, beginning the next day around
5am.

The biggest challenge of the trek was ‘Dead Woman’s Pass’. Notorious as the point of ‘make or
break’, at which plenty of people give up and return to the start, this was a five-hour, sheer ascent to
4200m: the equivalent of climbing mount Snowden from sea-level – but at a much higher altitude.
We all found this to be an extreme physical challenge and progress was very slow, but we climbed as
a group and got there together. It was quite a moment, and we stayed at the pass for a while, taking
photos and feeling pretty good!
The challenge of descending was also a big one, especially for our knees, but at least we were
working with gravity and going down into more oxygen-rich air. The ecology of this section was
changing all the time, as we hit bits of lush jungle vegetation in the valleys, mountain scrubland, bare
rocks and dense forested areas. There were several impressive Inca sites on the way, too.
The next day was a little easier, not least because the efforts with Dead Woman’s Pass had
acclimatised us to the altitude. After dinner, we called our support team together and we presented
their tips, with a short speech from Mrs Young to thank them all. They were so professional and
helpful, and made life much more bearable for us whenever they could. When they finished our
expedition, most of them would be starting another the very next day.

On our final day of the trek we rose at 3.30am to find that some of the other groups were already on
their way! It was cold and dark, and we had to queue for the final section of the trail to open at
05.30. The final 5km ascent through cliff-hanging cloud forest and up the fearsome ‘Gringo killer’
steps led us to the Intipunku (the Sun Gate) in time to see the sunrise over Machu Picchu, as
tradition dictates. It didn’t disappoint. There was such a buzz to be sitting there with such a stunning
view before us, as the light changed and the sun the washed over the surrounding mountains. An
hour’s trek brought us back down to Machu Picchu. Rayner was brilliant at explaining the site, and
we spent the rest of the morning exploring the ruins and taking a great deal of photographs.
Eventually it was time to descend to Aguas Calentes, and a final meal together to celebrate the
success of the trail. After lunch, we shopped for souvenirs at the local market, catching the very slow
evening train back to Ollantaytambo and then taking a bus to Cusco.
In summary, this was a genuinely life-changing trip, with challenges both physical and emotional.
The warmth of our Peruvian hosts, the deep happiness of the many people we encountered who
have little in the way of material goods but much to teach us of spiritual riches and the eternally
breath-taking Andean scenery will remain in our hearts. It was often hard work, but the kind of work
that brings genuine rewards, and it was fun. We all hope that future Worth generations will have the
chance to experience Peru as we did.

By Mrs Maria Young

